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Quakers and the American Family Nov 25 2021 This brilliant study
shows the pivotal role the Quakers played in the origins and development
of America's family ideology. Levy argues that the Quakers brought a
new vision of family and social life to America--one that contrasted
sharply with the harsh, formal world of the New EnglandPuritans. The
Quakers stressed affection, friendship and hospitality, the importance of
women in the home, and the value of self-disciplined, non-coercive
childrearing. This book explains how and why the Quakers have had such
a profound cultural impact on America and what the Quakers'
experiencewith their own radical family system tells us about American
families.
Mormonism Mar 30 2022 Mormonism is one of the fastest growing, most
misunderstood, and most debated religions of recent times. Even the
simple act of defining WHAT Mormonism is (or should be) has been filled
with controversy. The author reconstructs the signal events of early
Mormonism as perceived from INSIDE the faith.
The American Heritage Rivers Initiative Dec 03 2019
Joel Dunton of Franklin, Massachusetts and Four Generations of
His Descendants Sep 04 2022 "When farmer Joel Dunton of Franklin,
Massachusetts was killed by a kick from his plow horse on July 1, 1849,
he left behind not only a wife and four children, but also a lasting
mystery about his origins. Several area newspapers reported the
accident, but no obituary was published and no personal information was
provided about the victim. Was he an immigrant from Scotland, as some
descendants believe? Was he a member of one of the Dunton families
who'd resided in New England for generations? Decades of research
have yielded no answers but the author has nevertheless managed to
document detailed information on four generations of individuals who
share ancestry with the mysterious Joel" -- publisher's description.
The Bryson Ancestors on the Edge of New Frontiers Apr 06 2020
Describes the history of the Bryson families of North Carolina, Tennessee
and Texas, starting with Scotch-Irish immigration to the US in the 1700s,
through to Davis and Gladys Bryson in the 20th century. Includes
extensive photos of original documents, illustrations of life during each
generation, discussions of what life was like for each family, and
coverage of many different branches of the family. The author writes of
the old photographs, letters, clippings, and historic information that he
and two of his cousins collected: "I realized that many of these items
resided with a single individual and might soon be gone. The idea of a
way to make this information available to a wider range of friends and
relatives started to form. .... Thus, I felt inspired to write this book." "It
was surprising to me to see the large number of our ancestors who in
every sense of the word were true pioneers and moved to the very edge
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of a new frontier. Hence, the title of this book: The Bryson Ancestors--On
the Edge of New Frontiers."
Magna Britannia; Being A Concise Topographical Account Of The
Several Counties Of Great Britain Jun 28 2019
Lincoln County, Kentucky Sep 11 2020
The Mutiny - The Actions of Captain Zannuck Feb 14 2021 Written
for all ages. Captain Tim Zannuck and Lt. Tee Binnet will break away
from the brutal Colar homeworld. There search for a better, longer life,
will take them to worlds they never imagined. During this journey they
will meet four people from earth who will teach them what it means to be
human. This isn’t an easy transition as a parasitic alien race will try to
enslave the new population. And, the Colar were not overlooked as their
own people will try to make an example of the treacherous officers and
crew. Earth does not escape this journey, as a former secret service
agent and his wife will aid the freedom seeking Colar. Together they will
create a new world with freedoms unknown to the ship workers of the
lone Colar battle cruiser. Suitable for all ages, this is a story of adventure
and discovery, as freedom is never free.
The Tillinghasts in America Dec 15 2020 Pardon Tillinghast, son of
Pardon Tillinghast and Sarah Browne, was born in about 1622 in Severn
Cliffs, Sussex, England. He married (Sarah?) Butterworth and they had
three children. He married Lydia Taber and they had nine children. He
died 29 January 1717/18 in Providence, Rhode Island. Descendants and
relatives lived mainly in Rhode Island and New York.
Virginia Cousins Jul 22 2021 The author's proof of his book with a list
of autograph corrections and a review of the book tipped in after the
text.
New England's Generation Jun 20 2021 This book explores New
England's founding, in terms of ordinary people and the transcendent
meanings that those lives ultimately acquired.
Daniel Trubey of Franklin County, Pennsylvania Apr 30 2022 Daniel
Druby/Trubey (1750-1807) was born in Burguffeln, Germany to Martha
Elisabeth Trubey. He entered America as a Hessian soldier and deserted
in 1783 in Maryland. About 1784 he married Margaret Mack (ca.
1756-1811) in Franklin County, Pennsylvania. She was the daughter of
Jacob Mack and Hannah Englehart. Daniel and Margaret had four
children: Nancy Welty, David, Jacob, and Daniel. Descendants are traced
three generations past Daniel and Margaret. Descendants migrated into
Ohio and other places.
Singing The Glory Down Aug 11 2020 In Singing the Glory Down,
William Lynwood Montell contributes to a fuller understanding of
twentieth-century American culture by examining the complex
relationships between gospel music and the culture of the nineteencounty study area in which this music has flourished for a hundred years.
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He has recorded the memories and feelings of those who were young
while the movement gathered steam and who remember it at its high
point, and stories about those who have passed over that river about
which they loved to sing. In the early 1900s, a singing school or gospel
convention was a major social event that enticed people to walk for miles
to learn to sing or to hear someone who already had. The shape-note
teachers of those days conducted days or even weeks of nightly practice,
which culminated in a performance that confirmed the teacher's skill.
Quartet music originated in these settings. Today, some area quartets
still sound much like those early groups; others teach themselves to sing
by imitating their favorite professional gospel ensembles.They travel
every weekend in buses emblazoned with the names of their groups, with
tapes and albums to sell. Through all the changes, the four-part southern
harmony of Kentucky gospel music has remained the same. In the words
of these performers, through letters, diaries, and interviews, Montell
details the attitudes and joys of those involved most deeply in the gospel
music scene. He also brings the reader into their personal relationships,
their professional jealousies, and their struggles to keep alive the music
they love.
Writers by the River Jul 30 2019 The Highland Summer Writing
Conference (HSC), held each summer along the banks of the ancient
New River at Radford University's Selu Conservancy, brings together
and inspires writers as they participate in the communal art of creating
and sharing. Over the years, many prestigious Appalachian authors have
taught workshops to like-minded students, many of whom became
published authors in their own right. This book, a celebration of the HSC,
is a collection of reflective essays, poetry, fiction, and non-fiction
contributed by 41 authors and student-authors who have taken part in
the conference over a span of 43 years.
Family History of Four Generations Aug 03 2022
Wisconsin Agriculture Oct 13 2020 "I'm embarrassed to say I thought I
knew anything substantial about Wisconsin agriculture or its history
before I read this book. 'Wisconsin Agriculture' should be required
reading in history classes from high school to the collegiate level. It
makes me thankful that Jerry Apps has such a sense of commitment to
Wisconsin's agricultural heritage--and to getting the story right." --Pam
Jahnke, Farm Director, Wisconsin Farm Report Radio Wisconsin has
been a farming state from its very beginnings. And though it's long been
known as "the Dairy State," it produces much more than cows, milk, and
cheese. In fact, Wisconsin is one of the most diverse agricultural states in
the nation. The story of farming in Wisconsin is rich and diverse as well,
and the threads of that story are related and intertwined. In this longawaited volume, celebrated rural historian Jerry Apps examines
everything from the fundamental influences of landscape and weather to
complex matters of ethnic and pioneer settlement patterns, changing
technology, agricultural research and education, and government
regulations and policies. Along with expected topics, such as the
cranberry industry and artisan cheesemaking, "Wisconsin Agriculture"
delves into beef cattle and dairy goats, fur farming and Christmas trees,
maple syrup and honey, and other specialty crops, including ginseng,
hemp, cherries, sugar beets, mint, sphagnum moss, flax, and hops. Apps
also explores new and rediscovered farming endeavors, from aquaculture
to urban farming to beekeeping, and discusses recent political
developments, such as the 2014 Farm Bill and its ramifications. And he
looks to the future of farming, contemplating questions of ethical
growing practices, food safety, sustainability, and the potential effects of
climate change. Featuring first-person accounts from the settlement era
to today, along with more than 200 captivating photographs, "Wisconsin
Agriculture" breathes life into the facts and figures of 150 years of
farming history and provides compelling insights into the state's
agricultural past, present, and future.
Houston County, Tennessee Jan 04 2020
Miscellaneous Studies in Agriculture and Biology Apr 18 2021
Four Generations Oct 05 2022 A groundbreaking study in colonial
history, this book gives a remarkably detailed picture of life in an early
American community. It focuses on three basic and interrelated subjects
largely neglected by historians—population, land, and the family—as they
affected the lives of four successive generations. Applying demographic
methods to historical research, Professor Greven presents new and
unexpected evidence about the most basic aspects of family life in
colonial America, and shows how these characteristics changed in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
The New England Historical and Genealogical Register, Oct 01 2019 The
New England Historical and Genealogical Register, Volume 52, 1898 .
New England Historic Genealogical Society. (1898), reprint, index, illus.,
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552 pp.
Three Dobbins Generations at Frontiers Mar 06 2020 James Dobbins'(b.
1740, Ireland) story begins in Augusta Co., Va. James and Elizabeth
(Stephenson) Dobbins spent their formative years, were married, and
began their family. Their sons, Robert Boyd and John, were b. 1783 &'85.
The family migrated to Abbeville & Pendleton, SC. James & Elizabeth had
seven children. Four daughters and their husbands were: Mary w/John H.
Morris (emigrated to Franklin Co., TN), Elizabeth w/George H. Hillhouse
(emig. to Giles Co. & Lawrence Co., TN), Sarah w/Hugh F. Callaham
(emig. to St. Clair Co., Ala.), Jane w/George Liddell (emig. to Noxubee
Co. & Winston Co., MS). Their last-born, James, Jr., b. 1790, died young
at home. They & their spouses' families were Scotch-Irish settlers in
backcountry of SC. Ten families representing two generations were
pioneers and products of history, geography, and culture of frontiers in
SC. Six children migrated west, north, & south to new frontiers.
Grandchildren of James & Elizabeth became the third Dobbins
generation at farther frontiers.
Washington County, Pennsylvania Aug 23 2021
Nelson County Virginia Heritage 1807-2000 Jun 08 2020
The Mckee Family History of Noble County, Ohio Nov 01 2019 David
McKee is known as the progenitor of the McKee family of Noble County,
Ohio; however, with our current lifestyles and social terms, Martha,
David's wife, may well be included in this status. David died rather
suddenly in 1815, leaving Martha to raise and oversee their family as
they continued to live in the wilderness. David and Martha were together
for twenty-eight years. They had seven sons and two daughters, who
went on to prosper in the local community. Several McKee descendants
continue to live in Noble County today. They too follow the same family
values that David and Martha instilled in their sons and daughters. They
were a pioneer settler family, who were of the front line of defense
against the native Indians as trouble took place.
Historic homes and institutions and genealogical and personal
memoirs of the Lehigh Valley, Pennsylvania Aug 30 2019
George Soule of the Mayflower and His Descendants for Four
Generations Jul 10 2020
Genealogies in the Library of Congress Feb 03 2020 Vol 1 905p Vol 2
961p.
Celebrating a Century of 4-H in Ontario Dec 27 2021 This book
celebrates a century of 4-H in Ontario through stories of members and
families from across rural Ontario who have been involved in the 4-H
program. Part 1 of the book was originally published in 1995 on the 80th
anniversary of 4-H in Ontario and covers its early beginnings and the
growth of the 4-H program at the provincial level and in each county and
district of the province. Part 2 covers the last 20 years and the story of 4H Ontario's growth to become an independent organization and the
impact of the 4-H program on families who have been involved in 4-H
through several generations. The book showcases how 4-H has kept up
with the times to provide diverse programs and a continuum of
excellence to inspire youth and give them hands-on experience to
develop transferable skills for their future. Some 40 photos are included
to help depict the 4-H story over the last century.
The Descendants of John Muss & Elizabeth Ceise: Exploring Four
Generations Nov 06 2022 This book focuses on nearly 200 years of the
Muss and Ceise family descendants over four generations with a mention
of some fifth generation descendants. The book opens with the family
immigration from Prussia and Germany to the United States where they
eventually settled in Bullitt County, Kentucky. The family later spread out
to most of the lower 48 states and Alaska. A complete reference section
and full name index is included at the end of the book. Some allied
families covered are: Applegate, Armes, Arnold, Barrett, Bergman,
Briley, Bryant, Carby, Casey, Cook, Corbley, Corzine, Crabtree, Daley,
Daugherty, Dillon, Doriot, Duesing, Duvall, Elliott, Espin, Flake,
Flanigan, Foster, Frump, Funk, Haberman, Hannephin, Harpool, Harris,
Hart, Hicks, Hines, Holsclaw, Hopewell, Johnson, Lendel, Lynch, Martin,
McCoy, Merker, Montgomery, Moore, Mulkins, Oberhausen, Roberts,
Samuels, Seas, Shepherd, Sherlock, Skinner, Snellen, Stilwell, Stoll,
Turner, Utterback, Vanhecke, Vaughn, Wilbur, Witham, Wright, and
Zenor.
A Vision of Unity Jan 16 2021 Theodorick Bland (1629-1671)
immigrated from England to Charles City County, Virginia about 1652.
Various of his brothers and sisters also immigrated, but none left a
lasting progeny. Descendants lived in Virginia, Maryland, New York,
North Carolina, Indiana, Kansas and elsewhere.
Local Clan Communities in Rural China Mar 18 2021 Using data
collected in fieldwork and surveys, this book examines China’s clan
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system and local clan communities in rural Anhui, covering events in two
periods: the imperial pattern as seen in the first half of the twentieth
century and changes since 1949. Revealed by this research, during the
late Qing and the Republic Era, a local clan in the investigated areas was
run as a highly autonomous community with a strong religious focus,
which challenges the corporate model raised by Maurice Freedman.
Through examining single-surname villages, citang constructions, and
updating of genealogies, local clans in Huadong, Huizhou and the lower
Yangtze River plains in particular, developed earlier than those in the
Pearl River Delta Region. Taking a cross-disciplinary viewpoint, this book
analyses changes in local clan communities and clan culture as brought
by the Chinese Revolution, Mao’s political campaigns, and Deng’s
reforms. Starting with the late 1990s, a large migration from villages to
cities has rapidly altered rural China. This geographic mobility would
undermine the common residence that serves as part of a clan’s
foundation. Under such situation, what transformations have taken place
or will affect China’s clan system? Will the system continue to revitalise
or die out? Local Clan Communities in Rural China reports these
events/transformations and attempts to answer these questions. Placing
a special emphasis on issues that have been overlooked by prior studies,
this book brings to light many new facts and interpretations and provides
a valuable reference to scholars in fields of sociology, anthropology,
history, economics, cultural studies, urban studies, and population
studies.
Cumulative List of Organizations Described in Section 170 (c) of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 Nov 13 2020
A Hospital for Ashe County Jul 02 2022 When Ashe County Memorial
Hospital opened in November 1941, it was the realization of a dream for
the poor, sparsely populated county in the mountains of northwestern
North Carolina. Building a hospital is a major undertaking for any
community at any time. Accomplishing this in the waning days of the
Great Depression and on the brink of World War II, while scant local
resources were taxed by catastrophic floods and severe snows, was a
remarkable feat of community organization. This is the story of the
generations of supporters, doctors, nurses, emergency personnel and
others whose lives are interwoven with regional health care and the
planning, building and operation of (the "new") Ashe Memorial Hospital.
This legacy, brought to life through 114 photographs and personal
interviews with 97 individuals, traces the development of health care in a
remote Appalachian community, from the days of folk remedies and
midwives, to horseback doctors and early infirmaries, to the
technological advances and outreach efforts of today's Ashe Memorial
Hospital.
Pride of Family Jun 01 2022 An account of the life of Celia, a slave
woman, describes how, unable to endure any more sexual abuse from her
master, John Newsom of Callaway County, Missouri, she fought back, in
a work that recounts his murder and her trial. Reprint. K. PW. NYT.
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Cumulative List of Organizations Described in Section 170 (c) of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 May 20 2021
Proof Oct 25 2021 The Byrd Williams Collection at the University of
North Texas contains more than 10,000 prints and 300,000 negatives,
accumulated by four generations of Texas photographers, all named Byrd
Moore Williams. Beginning in the 1880s in Gainesville, the four Byrds
photographed customers in their studios, urban landscapes, crime
scenes, Pancho Villa’s soldiers, televangelists, and whatever aroused
their unpredictable and wide-ranging curiosity. When Byrd IV sat down
to choose a selection from this dizzying array, he came face to face with
the nature of mortality and memory, his own and his family’s. In some
cases these photos are the only evidence remaining that someone lived
and breathed on this earth. The 193 photos selected here are organized
into thematic sections such as “Landscapes,” “Violence and Religion,”
and “Darkness.” They are significant not just for the range of subjects,
but for the inclusion of a variety of examples of the evolving
photographic technology from the 1880s to the present. This book is an
unprecedented portrait of both photographic history and the history of
Texas, as well as a record of one unique family. Roy Flukinger’s
Foreword places the photographs in a historical context, and Anne
Wilkes Tucker’s Afterword discusses the ethics of memory and
preservation.
Four Generations Feb 26 2022 Studies four successive generations of life
in a New England town during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,
focusing on the nature of family life and relationships in an agrarian
society.
Talkin' Tar Heel May 08 2020 Are you considered a "dingbatter," or
outsider, when you visit the Outer Banks? Have you ever noticed a
picture in your house hanging a little "sigogglin," or crooked? Do you
enjoy spending time with your "buddyrow," or close friend? Drawing on
over two decades of research and 3,000 recorded interviews from every
corner of the state, Walt Wolfram and Jeffrey Reaser's lively book
introduces readers to the unique regional, social, and ethnic dialects of
North Carolina, as well as its major languages, including American
Indian languages and Spanish. Considering how we speak as a reflection
of our past and present, Wolfram and Reaser show how languages and
dialects are a fascinating way to understand our state's rich and diverse
cultural heritage. The book is enhanced by maps and illustrations and
augmented by more than 100 audio and video recordings, which can be
found online at talkintarheel.com.
Chronicles of the County Wexford Jan 28 2022 Chronicles of the County
Wexford, being a record of memorable incidents, disasters, social
occurrences, and crimes, also, biographies of eminent persons, &c., &c.,
brought down to the year 1877
Tejano Legacy Sep 23 2021 A revisionist account of the Tejano
experience in south Texas from its Spanish colonial roots to 1900.
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